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What is PR when you’re mission-driven? 
Public relations for those who trigger change, not (just) profit . . . 
 

The term ‘public relations’ means actively managing your organization’s image with the 

public, most particularly with the groups of people you are trying to influence.  The term 

‘PR’  is often equated with press work, or the idea that you should cultivate relationships 

with journalists to generate favourable coverage in the media.  

 

Media relations are a good chunk of the PR job, but still, press coverage does not 

automatically equal a good image.  And as a change agent, you’re interested in managing 

that image with a specific set of people: stakeholders, decision-makers, donors or 

customers.  And beyond managing that image, you probably aim to inject these groups 

with passion about an issue – and even hope to inspire them to act. So here’s my take: 
 

For change agents, PR means building a strong image for your 

organization – among your target group – with activities designed to 

inform and motivate them to take action.    
 

People will form their image of your organization based on their own experiences. Reading 

an article might well be one of those experiences. But more personal ones – things like 

attending a memorable event, encountering a member of your team, visiting your offices 

or practice, or just navigating your website - will affect them directly.   
 

Of course in the age of twitter, crises can emerge on social media in minutes. This 

underlines another vital ingredient in PR for outcome-driven organizations: planning for 

crises, and dealing with them effectively whenever they hit. 

 

What’s the difference between PR and advertising? 
 

Advertising is a specific marketing message – running in media space that you have booked 

and paid for – filled with content that you or your agency have created.  The simple fact is: 

organizations that trigger change generally have very limited budgets for advertising.  This 

makes PR all the more critical in achieving your mission. 
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Basic PR to-do list for the mission-driven: 
 

Compile and maintain lists of both media and stakeholder contacts.  A press list 

includes journalists at mainstream titles and ‘trade media,’ meaning more specialized titles 

in your industry. Create a similar list of stakeholders who are vital to your organization: 

donors, decision-makers, partner organizations. Include any who exert a strong influence. 

 

Keep in regular touch with the journalists who are important to you.  No long lunches 

needed; speak on the phone occasionally to understand who they are and the kind of 

stories they’re after. This also makes it easier to pick up the phone to them in a crisis. 

 

Make background materials available for journalists and stakeholders.  Create a 

Media and/or Resources section on your website.  The following basics are sensible: 

 Standard ‘boilerplate’ texts describing your organization and its work in a sentence, 

in 50 &100 words – written as an outside observer so they can be pasted into stories 

 Brief fact sheet with statistics on the organization, its mission and accomplishments 

 Photos and brief biographies of key staff members – one or two paragraphs each 

 Photo gallery of rights-free images that journalists can download and use freely 

 

Issue press releases. Phrase developments in your organization as news: a new senior 

executive, a major donor, an upcoming event, an interesting activity.  Be sure to write in 

neutral language that a reporter would use to describe it.  For more tips here, see sheet 2. 

 

Monitor coverage. List and keep copies of any relevant stories. Most organizations 

estimate reach and coverage, and also evaluate by key messages and positive v. negative. 

 

Hold events to drive your agenda – e.g. press conferences or stakeholder gatherings. 

A press conference makes sense if there’s something major to announce.  If not, consider 

creating a discussion to attract key stakeholders and media. 

 

Plan ahead for crises. Map out likely negative events and pre-formulate statements to 

adapt later. Pre-define who calls whom internally, including who will speak to the press - 

and who must not!  Name one person responsible for collecting all information when a 

crisis hits - and who’ll lead in creating the response.  See sheet 4 for more details here. 
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